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Abstract

The effect of carbon re-erosion in a mixed-material environment on the results of ITER edge plasma modelling is

presented. Divertor performance is investigated with varying erosion rate of re-deposited carbon and varying connec-

tion length. The results are unified as scaling relations in the edge parameters, allowing meaningful comparison as

model parameters are varied and providing effective boundary conditions for core plasma modelling.
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1. Introduction

Originally, the boundary conditions for the plasma-

facing materials in ITER modelling [1–4] assumed that

carbon sputtered from the targets was completely ab-

sorbed at the first wall (Be), baffle (W) and dome (W),

ensuring low edge carbon concentration. However, the

deposited carbon can be re-eroded. Where the D/T

fluxes are high enough, this deposited carbon will be

completely removed (induced carbon recycling), and

the resulting surface will be metallic and will absorb

no carbon. Where the fluxes are low, the deposited car-

bon flux exceeds the eroded flux and carbon accumu-

lates. Since the surface properties depend on the

particle fluxes, the boundary conditions (net erosion or

deposition) representing realistic surfaces (RS) must be
ed.
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determined iteratively to be consistent with the solution,

as discussed below. Initial modelling studies [5] showed

that the parameters of the edge plasma are strongly af-

fected because the carbon ion residence time increases,

and Zeff values of �1.7 at the separatrix were obtained.

In the present investigation, the sputter yield for depos-

ited carbon is varied to adjust to experimental observa-

tions [6] (see below), and edge plasma performance is

analysed for steady-state ITER operation (lower plasma

current, hence higher safety factor q95 [7]) with the same

RS model.
Fig. 1. (a) Profiles of net C deposition (solid lines) and virtual

net C erosion (dashed) on the outer first wall of ITER for

different YC_dep. Distance 10 m is the top, 20 m is the bottom of

the first wall at the top of the outboard target. No net C

deposition is seen for YC_dep = 8. (b) Peak power at the divertor

plate qpk vs. average separatrix electron density. Different

curves correspond to density scans at PSOL = 86, 100, and

130 MW, for RS model with YC_dep = 1, 2, 4, and 8, and for full

carbon wall in inductive operation (dotted lines), and at

PSOL = 80, 100, and 120 MW for RS model with YC_dep = 1

in steady state.
2. Model features

We use the B2-Eirene code package, version solps4.0

[8], combining a full multi-fluid description of the elec-

trons and D, He, and C ions (B2), and a Monte-Carlo

neutral description in toroidal geometry (Eirene), with

the parameters and geometry as in [3–5]. The parallel

plasma transport is flux-limited, and no drifts in the

SOL plasma are considered. The radial transport is de-

scribed by constant particle and heat diffusivities,

D? = 0.3 m2/s and v? = 1 m2/s, no pinch. The computa-

tional grid is limited by the second separatrix, not by the

wall, and decay lengths of 3 cm for all plasma densities

and temperatures are set as boundary conditions there.

These boundary conditions imply an outward convec-

tion with v? = 10 m/s for all ion species which contrib-

utes a constant 43% of the energy outflow at the grid

edge. At the core-edge interface, we specify the total

incident power in electrons and ions, the DT ion flux,

zero C ion flux, and zero He+ density; the He2+ density

is adjusted to yield the fusion-produced flux with the

given pumping speed. 100% recycling of DT and He is

assumed at every material surface, and the pumping

speed is set by specifying an albedo for neutrals at the

pump duct. The DT and C ion densities result from

the balance between the input and output fluxes, a pro-

cedure that ensures stability of the particle balance in

density scans ranging from partially attached to fully de-

tached divertor plasmas.

The recycling behaviour of C particles depends on

the surface type. At the targets, carbon is eroded by

physical and chemical sputtering by all relevant ions

and atoms, and impinging C particles stick there, as is

also the case for a wall made of carbon. For the RS

model, the boundary conditions are iterated. On each

iteration, a long B2-Eirene run (�10 ms, until conver-

gence) precedes an Eirene stand-alone diagnostic run,

which determines at every point whether erosion or

deposition dominates if the surface there were carbon.

Subsequently, the appropriate local boundary condi-

tions are assigned. The process continues until the sur-

face properties remain unchanged, typically requiring

three to eight iterations.
3. Effect of carbon re-erosion

For a typical ITER case with chemical erosion yield

Ych = 0.01 for both the original and deposited carbon,

and with fuelling primarily by gas puffing, the lower part

of the outboard first wall is deposition-dominated [5].

This area increases when core fuelling is applied, since

then D–T recycling in the main chamber is lower. How-

ever, JET experimental results [6] indicate that the first

wall in the main chamber is mostly a net erosion area.

This could be explained if the effective Ych for the depos-

its, in areas of low fluxes, were larger than for solid car-

bon targets. This would occur if Ych has a strong flux

dependence [9] or could be a consequence of a different

structure of the deposits and of solid carbon [10]. We

therefore undertook a survey using constant Ych = 0.01

for the targets and multiplying it by a factor YC_dep = 1,

2, 4, and 8 for the deposits. The results (Fig. 1(a)) show

the expected trend: net deposition becomes significantly

lower at YC_dep = 4, and disappears at YC_dep = 8.

Therefore an increase of Ych for the deposits by an order

of magnitude would result in a carbon-free first wall in

ITER, at least for relatively strong gas puffing.

As in the preceding studies with carbon-absorbing

metal walls [3,4] and initial studies with carbon walls

and the RS model [5], the present, more comprehensive

study with variation of YC_dep exhibits a two-regime

behaviour in density scans, i.e. a transition from a re-

gime �a� for which the separatrix DT density nDT_sep in-

creases with the gas pressure in the private flux region

(PFR), pDT = CDT/SDT, to a regime �b� where it saturates
(CDT is the total DT throughput and SDT the pumping



Fig. 2. (a) Normalised DT density at the separatrix and (b)

maximum temperature at the inner divertor versus normalised

PFR neutral pressure l for the data sets from Fig. 1(b).

Normalisations here and in Figs. 3 and 4 are from Table 1.

Dashed line indicates the fit, �m� its slope.
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speed). The obtained edge parameters are widely dis-

persed, Fig. 1(b). From the examination of density scans

for various SOL power, fuelling conditions, wall condi-

tions, safety factor, and pumping speed, the transition

point (TP) between regimes �a� and �b� can be expressed

in terms of an appropriately normalised neutral pressure

in the PFR as l = 1,

l � pDT#P
�0:87
SOL#f

�0:8
f f �1

w q�0:27
95# , ð1Þ

(the subscript # denotes here and below the normalised

quantities; normalisations given in Table 1). l involves

the total power input to the SOL PSOL and a �fuelling
factor� ff � 1 + 0.18Ccore/CDT, where Ccore is the core

fuelling rate [4]. (The present scaling with ff differs some-

what from that of [4] for carbon-absorbing walls.) The

variation of the TP as YC_dep is set to 1, 2, 4, and 8,

for the RS can be expressed by introducing a �wall fac-
tor� fw of 1, 0.83, 0.71, and 0.71, respectively, and of

0.84 for full carbon walls. Therefore, the pressure at

which the plasma detaches from the inner divertor de-

creases as the re-erosion of the deposited carbon in-

creases, and this effect saturates. Steady state cases

(q95 = 4.5 [7]) are accommodated by introducing q95#
in Eq. (1).

Use of the normalised pressure leads to universal

curves in the form of power law scalings in parameter

space. Fig. 2(a) shows the DT density at the separatrix

in terms of l and demonstrates saturation at l = 1.

Fig. 2(b) shows that this is related to complete detach-

ment of the plasma at the inner divertor plate (the max-
Table 1

Coefficients in regime �a� scaling for RS and full carbon walls (e.g., qpk
[MW/m2])

Regime a pDT [p] fHe ff

Scale 8.5 1 1

qpk [q] 3.8 �1.17 0 0.34

nDT_sep [n] 0.3 0.43 0 0.46

CDT_n_sep [C] 15 0.36 0 �4.59

Te_sep [eV] 170 �0.12 0 �0.1

Ti_sep [eV] 300 �0.24 0 �0.41

nC_sep [n] 0.0056 (0.0067) 0 0 0

CC_targ [C] 230 (360) 0.58 0 �0.46

Pimp_rad [P] 55 0.14 0 �0.11

nHe_sep [n]

l > 0.85 0.0027 �2 1 �2.4

0.6 < l < 0.85 0.0038 0 1 �4

l < 0.6 0.00135 �2 1 �2.4

CHe_n_sep [C]
l > 0.85 0.26 �2 1 �0.4

0.6 < l < 0.85 0.36 0 1 �2

l < 0.6 0.13 �2 1 �0.4

Values in brackets are for full carbon walls if different from RS.

[C] = [Pam3/s], [n] = [1020 m�3], [T] = [eV], [p] = [Pa], [P] = [MW], [

nDT_ sep + 2nHe_sep + 5.6nC_sep. nei is the ratio of electron to ion powe

helium scaling depends on values of l (see the text).
imum temperature there drops below 2 eV) which occurs

at l = 1.17. To avoid possible confinement degradation

by excessive neutral influx around the X point to the

core, ITER operation is conservatively restricted to re-

gime �a� (l < 1), where the density does not yet saturate

and the inner divertor is not yet completely detached.

nDT_sep (Fig. 2(a)) and qpk (Fig. 3(a)) for all these

cases are well fitted by universal scaling relations. The

helium separatrix density nHe_sep (Fig. 3(b)) and He

atom influx to the core CHe_n_sep can be described by a

three-part scaling with l (Table 1): a variation as l�2
¼ 3:8ðpDT=ð8:5 PaÞÞ
�1:17f 0:34

f ðP SOL=ð100 MWÞÞ2:28f 0:8
w ðq95=3Þ

�0:18

SDT [S] PSOL [P] nei fw q95

20 100 1 1 3

0 2.28 0 0.8 �0.18

0 0.18 0.05 0.25 �0.62

0.3 �0.31 0 0.08 �0.3

�0.02 0.42 0.05 �0.04 0.53

�0.04 0.57 �0.12 �0.06 0.56

0 0.54 �0.13 �0.77 �0.32

0 0.25 0 2.82 �0.74

0 1.23 0 �0.43 0.24

�1 1.74 �0.1 2 �0.31

�1 0 �0.1 0 �0.85

�1 1.74 �0.1 2 �0.31

�1 1.74 0 2 0.54

�1 0 0 0 0

�1 1.74 0 2 0.54

q] = [MW/m2], [S] = [m3/s]. For electron density use ne_sep =

r to the SOL. fHe = 0.21(5Q/(Q + 5))(1 � frad)
�1 [4]. Three-part



Fig. 3. (a) Normalised peak power per unit area at the divertor

plate and (b) normalised He density at the separatrix vs. l for

the data sets of Fig. 1(b).

Fig. 5. Edge plasma parameters at the TP (l = 1) normalized to

the reference case vs. YC_dep for RS and full carbon walls

(marked �full C�).
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for l > 0.85, a �plateau� as l0 for 0.6 < l < 0.85, and a

variation as 0.5l�2 for l < 0.6. Use of the scaling for

l > 0.85 is therefore conservative. The results confirm

that, for the reference case (RS, YC_dep = 1, q95 = 3,

PSOL = 100 MW) at the highest divertor pressure

(l = 1), helium pumping is relatively uncritical, i.e. the

He concentration at the separatrix is below 1% and

CHe_n_sep < 1/3 of the helium production rate of

0.64 Pam3/s resulting from fusion reactions.

For the carbon wall and RS cases (in contrast to the

metal wall cases [3,4]) the carbon density remains nearly

constant as the divertor pressure varies, and the carbon

flux is also close to a unique scaling. However, Fig. 4

shows that at the same l full carbon walls have 20%

higher carbon density at the separatrix nC_sep and 60%

higher net carbon erosion flux CC_targ than the RS cases,

reflecting the carbon release in the erosion-dominated

areas for that case. Since more of the wall becomes a

net erosion area as YC_dep increases, and consequently

more carbon is returned to the plate and less is deposited

elsewhere, CC_targ decreases.

Fig. 5 shows variations of the plasma parameters at

the TP (l = 1) as a function of YC_dep. Except for the
Fig. 4. (a) Normalised carbon density at the separatrix and (b)

normalised carbon target erosion flux vs. l for the data sets of

Fig. 1(b). Carbon wall cases and scalings are shown dotted.
carbon density and flux, the full carbon wall behaves

as if it were a RS with YC_dep = 1.9. As YC_dep increases,

nDT_sep and CC_targ at l = 1 decrease but nC_sep, nHe_sep

and hence fuel dilution increase, as does qpk.

The q95 dependence of the scalings (Table 1) shows

that, in comparison to the reference inductive cases,

the steady state cases at the same l have around 20%

lower separatrix densities (DT: 22%, C: 23%, He:

12%), 25% higher separatrix temperatures Ti,e_sep, 28%

higher CHe_n_sep, 10% lower qpk, 27% lower CC_targ and

13% higher impurity radiation Pimp_rad.
4. Conclusions

We have developed a new methodology to model

plasma-facing metal surfaces with realistic erosion-depo-

sition of carbon eroded from the targets, namely, itera-

tive adjustment of the material properties of the walls

until they are consistent with the solution. Application

of this technique to ITER shows that the re-erosion of

deposits increases the residence time of carbon in the

edge plasma, leading to higher C concentrations

(Zeff � 1.7 at the separatrix) and lower net erosion of

C from the target. The C deposition outside the targets

is therefore reduced, but quantitative assessment of cor-

responding co-deposition of tritium requires a further

refinement of the model, including the chemistry and

transport of hydrocarbons. An increase of the chemical

sputtering yield for the deposited carbon reduces the

deposition in the main chamber and the net erosion, ren-

dering the deposition pattern closer to experimental

observations on present-day machines.

New scalings have been developed for the edge plas-

ma parameters, unifying the data obtained with different

carbon re-erosion properties and different connection

lengths. These scalings form a new set of boundary con-

ditions for the core models, allowing analysis of the

operational space of ITER in a consistent way [11,12],

for both the standard inductive and steady-state

operation.
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